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1 Introduction
Since the light-cone gauge superstring eld theory [1{6] takes a simple form, this theory
is expected to be very useful in studying superstring theory. In a series of papers [7{
14], using the light-cone gauge closed NSR superstring eld theory, we have studied the
contact term divergences [15{19]. We have pointed out that the contact term divergences
can be regularized by shifting the central charge of the light-cone gauge worldsheet theory
to a suciently large negative value [7]. We refer to this type of regularization as the
dimensional regularization, since the central charge is directly related to the spacetime
dimensions in string theory. We have considered mainly two ways to shift the central charge
in the regularization: the one is to naively shift the number of the transverse dimensions
d  2; the other is to add a superconformal eld theory with central charge large negative
to the worldsheet theory.
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Recently, one of the authors has proposed another prescription [20], in which the string
theory in a linear dilaton background  =  iQX1 is considered so that the central charge
of the system becomes 12 12Q2. In [20], the divergences which appear in the amplitudes of
this theory have been thoroughly studied. It has been shown that the Feynman amplitudes
of light-cone gauge superstring eld theory in the linear dilaton background are indeed
nite, when the theory is with the Feynman i" (" > 0) and Q2 > 10.
In this paper, we use this theory to dimensionally regularize and calculate the Feynman
amplitudes. In this work, we restrict ourselves to the amplitudes for even spin structure
with external lines in the (NS,NS) sector for simplicity. In this scheme, we dene the am-
plitudes as analytic functions of Q and perform the analytic continuation Q! 0. We show
that the limit Q! 0 is smooth except the divergences coming from the boundaries of the
moduli space and the results coincide with those from the rst-quantized method.1 In order
to show the coincidence between our results and those in the rst-quantization, we recast
the amplitudes into a BRST invariant form in terms of the conformal gauge worldsheet
theory. For this purpose, together with the superreparametrization ghosts, we introduce
the longitudinal variables with nonstandard interactions, which is the supersymmetric X
CFT constructed in [9] with the identication
d  10
8
=  Q2.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we recapitulate the light-
cone gauge superstring eld theory in the linear dilaton background constructed in [20].
In section 3, we show that the multiloop amplitudes can be expressed in terms of a BRST
invariant worldsheet theory in the conformal gauge. For this purpose, we add the super-
symmetric X CFT and superreparametrization ghosts to the worldsheet theory. We show
that the supercurrents in the light-cone gauge, inserted at the interaction points, can be
transformed into the picture changing operators (PCO's) in the conformal gauge and the
expressions become BRST invariant. In section 4, we carry out the analytic continuation
Q ! 0 of the Feynman amplitudes. We show that the results from the rst-quantized
formalism are reproduced. Namely, the results obtained here coincide with those obtained
using the Sen-Witten prescription [24{26], up to infrared divergence problems. Section 5
is devoted to conclusions and discussions. In appendix A, the denitions of the Arakelov
metric and Arakelov Green's functions are presented. In appendix B, some details of the
supersymmetric X CFT are given. Formulas used in the text are provided in appen-
dices C and D.
2 Superstring eld theory in linear dilaton background
In this section, we review the light-cone gauge superstring eld theory in linear dilaton
background constructed in [20]. The string eld theory is given for Type II superstring
theory formulated in the NSR formalism. The heterotic case can be dealt with in a simi-
lar way.
1In [21{23], Sen has constructed covariant string eld theories which reproduce the Feynman amplitudes
from the rst-quantized approach.
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2.1 Linear dilaton background
In order to regularize various divergences, we consider the superstring theory in a linear
dilaton background  =  iQX1, with a real constant Q. The worldsheet action of X1 and
its fermionic partners  1;  1 on a worldsheet with metric ds2 = 2g^zzdzdz becomes
S

X1;  1;  1; g^zz

=
1
8
Z
dz ^ dz
p
g^

g^ab@aX
1@bX
1   2iQR^X1

+
1
4
Z
dz ^ dzi   1 @ 1 +  1@  1 ; (2.1)
and the energy-momentum tensor and the supercurrent, which generate the superconformal
transformations, are given as
TX
1
(z) =  1
2
(@X1)2   iQ(@   @ ln g^zz)@X1   1
2
 1@ 1
 Q2

 1
2
(@ ln gzz)
2 + @2 ln gzz

;
TX
1
F (z) =  
i
2
@X1 1 +Q(@   1
2
@ ln g^zz) 
1 : (2.2)
In order to construct string eld theory and calculate amplitudes we need the correla-
tion functions of the linear dilaton conformal eld theory. Since the fermionic part is just
a free theory, we concentrate on the bosonic part. Dening
~X1  X1   iQ ln(2gzz) ; (2.3)
the correlation function of eipr
~X1(Zr; Zr) (r = 1;    ; N) can be calculated on a Riemann
surface [20]. Using the Arakelov metric ds2 = 2gAzzdzdz [27] dened on the surface, it is
given as
Z 
dX1

gzz
e S[X
1;gzz]
NY
r=1
eipr
~X1(Zr; Zr)
= 2
 X
r
pr + 2Q(1  g)
!
 e  1 12Q
2
24
 [;gAzz] ZX

gAzz
Y
r>s
e prpsG
A(Zr;Zs)
Y
r
 
2gAzz
 1
2
p2r+Qpr ; (2.4)
where ZX

gAzz

denotes the partition function for a free boson on the worldsheet with the
Arakelov metric (C.22), and
S

X1; gab

=
1
8
Z
dz ^ dzpg

gab@aX
1@bX
1   2iQRX1

;
 = ln gzz   ln gAzz ;
  [; gab] =   1
4
Z
dz ^ dzpg

gab@a@b + 2R

: (2.5)
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GA(z; w) denotes the Arakelov Green's function for the Arakelov metric. The denitions
of gAzz and G
A(z; w) are summarized in appendix A. The anomaly factor e 
1 12Q2
24
 [;g^zz ] is
exactly what we expect for a theory with the central charge
c = 1  12Q2 (2.6)
of the linear dilaton conformal eld theory.
eip
~X1 thus dened turns out to be a primary eld with conformal dimension
1
2
p2 +Qp =
1
2
(p+Q)2   Q
2
2
: (2.7)
Notice that ~X1 satises
@ @ ~X1 = 0 ; (2.8)
if there are no source terms, and thus i@ ~X1(z), i@ ~X1(z) can be expanded as
i@ ~X1(z) =
X
n
1nz
 n 1 ;
i@ ~X1(z) =
X
n
1nz
 n 1 ; (2.9)
where 1n and 
1
n satisfy the canonical commutation relations. The states in the CFT are
given as linear combinations of the Fock space states
1 n1   1 nk 1 n1    1 nl jpi ; (2.10)
where jpi = eip ~X1(0)j0i. The states and the oscillators satisfy
hp1jp2i = 2(p1 + p2 + 2Q) ; 
1n

=  (1 n + 2Qn;0) ; 
1n

=  (1 n + 2Qn;0) ; (2.11)
where hpj,  1n,  1n are the BPZ conjugates of jpi, 1n; 1n respectively. On the sphere,
the correlation function is given by using the worldsheet metric ds2 = dzdz on the complex
plane as
Z 
dX1

gzz
e S[X
1;gzz]
NY
r=1
eipr
~X1(Zr; Zr)
= 2
 X
r
pr + 2Q
!
e 
1 12Q2
24
 [; 12 ]
Y
r>s
jZr   Zsj2prps : (2.12)
Using these, it is straightforward to construct the light-cone gauge superstring eld theory
action in the background.
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2.2 Light-cone gauge superstring eld theory in linear dilaton background
Let us construct the light-cone gauge superstring eld theory based on the worldsheet
theory with the variables
Xi ;  i ;  i (i = 1;    ; 8) ;
where the action for X1,  1,  1 is taken to be (2.1) and that for other variables is the free
one. The worldsheet theory of the transverse variables turns out to be a superconformal
eld theory with central charge
c = 12  12Q2 : (2.13)
The string eld
j (t; )i
is taken to be an element of the Hilbert space of the transverse variables on the worldsheet
and a function of
t = x+ ;
 = 2p+ : (2.14)
j(t; )i should be GSO even and satisfy the level-matching condition
(L0   L0) j (t; )i = 0 ; (2.15)
where L0; L0 are the zero modes of the Virasoro generators of the worldsheet theory.
The action of the string eld theory is given by [7, 11]
S =
Z
dt
"
1
2
X
B
Z 1
 1
d
4
hB ( )j (i@t   L0 +
L0   1 +Q2   i"

) jB ()i
+
1
2
X
F
Z 1
 1
d
4
hF ( )j (i@t   L0 +
L0   1 +Q2   i"

) jF ()i
 gs
6
X
B1;B2;B3
Z 3Y
r=1

rdr
4


 
3X
r=1
r
!
hV3 jB1(1)i jB2(2)i jB3(3)i
 gs
2
X
B1;F2;F3
Z 3Y
r=1

rdr
4


 
3X
r=1
r
!
hV3 jB1(1)i
  1
2
2 jF2(2)i
  1
2
3 jF3(3)i
35 :
(2.16)
The rst and the second terms are the kinetic terms with the Feynman i" and h( )j
denotes the BPZ conjugate of j( )i. The third and the fourth terms are the three
string vertices and gs is the string coupling constant.
P
B and
P
F denote the sums over
bosonic and fermionic string elds respectively. By the state-operator correspondence of
the worldsheet conformal eld theory, there exists a local operator O(w; w) corresponding
to any state ji. hV3j(1)i j(2)i j(3)i with
P3
r=1 r = 0 is dened to be
hV3j(1)i j(2)i j(3)i
=

lim
!0
j  0j
3
2 TLCF () T
LC
F ()h1  O(1)(0; 0)h2  O(2)(0; 0)h3  O(3)(0; 0)


;
(2.17)
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Figure 1. The three string vertex for superstrings. Here we consider the case 1; 2 > 0, 3 < 0.
in terms of a correlation function on , which is the worldsheet describing the three string
interaction depicted in gure 1. On each cylinder corresponding to an external line, one
can introduce a complex coordinate
 =  + i ; (2.18)
whose real part  coincides with the Wick rotated light-cone time it and imaginary part
   + 2r parametrizes the closed string at each time. The 's on the cylinders are
smoothly connected except at the interaction point 0 and we get a complex coordinate 
on . The correlation function h i is dened with the metric
ds2 = dd ; (2.19)
on the worldsheet. hr(wr) gives a map from a unit disk jwrj < 1 to the cylinder corre-
sponding to the r-th external line so that
wr = e
1
r
(hr(wr) 0) : (2.20)
TLCF ,
TLCF are the supercurrents of the transverse worldsheet theory.
2.3 Feynman amplitudes of light-cone gauge superstring eld theory in linear
dilaton background
It is straightforward to calculate the amplitudes by the old-fashioned perturbation theory
starting from the action (2.16) and Wick rotate to Euclidean time. The propagator and
the vertex are given by the worldsheets depicted in gure 2. Each term in the expansion
corresponds to a light-cone gauge Feynman diagram for strings. A typical diagram is
depicted in gure 3.
A Wick rotated g-loop N -string diagram is conformally equivalent to an N punctured
genus g Riemann surface . A g-loop N -string amplitude is given as an integral over the
moduli space of  as [28, 29]
A(g)N = (igs)2g 2+NC
Z
[dT ][d][d]F
(g)
N ; (2.21)
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Figure 2. The propagator and the vertex of the string eld theory.
Figure 3. A string diagram with 3 incoming, 2 outgoing strings and 3 loops.
where
R
[dT ][d][d] denotes the integration over the moduli parameters and C is the
combinatorial factor. In each channel, the integration measure is given asZ
[dT ][d][d] =
2g 3+NY
a=1

 i
Z 1
0
dTa
 gY
A=1
Z
dA
4
3g 3+NY
I=1

jI j
Z 2
0
dI
2

: (2.22)
Here Ta's are heights of the cylinders corresponding to internal lines, A's denote the
circumferences of the cylinders corresponding to the + components of the loop momenta
and I 's and I 's are the string-lengths and the twist angles for the internal propagators.
The integrand F
(g)
N is given as a path integral over the transverse variables X
i,  i,  i
(i = 1; : : : ; 8) on the light-cone diagram. A light-cone diagram consists of cylinders which
correspond to propagators of the closed string as mentioned above. On each cylinder, one
can introduce a complex coordinate  in the same way as the complex coordinate (2.18) is
introduced on the three string vertex. The 's on the cylinders are smoothly connected ex-
cept at the interaction points and we get a complex coordinate  on the light-cone diagram
. The path integral on the light-cone diagram is dened by using the metric (2.19).
 is not a good coordinate around the interaction points and the punctures, and the
metric (2.19) is not well-dened at these points. F
(g)
N can be expressed in terms of corre-
lation functions dened with a metric ds^2 = 2g^zzdzdz which is regular everywhere on the
worldsheet, as
F
(g)
N = (2)
2 
 
NX
r=1
p+r
!

 
NX
r=1
p r
!
e 
1
2
(1 Q2) [;g^zz ]

Z 
dX id id  i

g^zz
e S
LC[Xi; i;  i]
2g 2+NY
I=1
@2 (zI)  32 TLCF (zI) TLCF (zI) NY
r=1
V LCr :
(2.23)
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Here SLC

Xi;  i;  i

denotes the worldsheet action of the transverse variables and the
path integral measure

dX id id  i

g^zz
is dened with the metric ds^2 = 2g^zzdzdz. Since
the integrand should be dened by using the canonical metric ds2 = @@dzdz on the
light-cone diagram, we need the anomaly factor e 
1
2
(1 Q2) [;g^zz ], where
 = ln @@  ln g^zz ;
  [; g^zz] =   1
4
Z
dz ^ dz
p
g^

g^ab@a@b + 2R^

: (2.24)
V LCr denotes the vertex operator for the r-th external line. When the r-th external line
corresponds to the state
i1 n1    
i1 n1    j1 s1     
j1
 s1    jpri (2.25)
in the (NS,NS) sector, the light-cone vertex V LCr is given as
V LCr = r
I
0
dwr
2i
i@ ~Xi1(wr)w
 n1
r   
I
0
d wr
2i
i@ ~X
i1( wr) w
 n1
r   

I
0
dwr
2i
 j1(wr)w
 s1  12
r   
I
0
d wr
2i
 
j1( wr) w
 s1  12
r   
ei~pr ~~X (wr = 0; wr = 0) e p
 
r 
(r)
0 : (2.26)
Here
~Xi  Xi   iQi1 ln(2gzz) ;
wr  exp

1
r
( (z)  (zI(r)))

; (2.27)

(r)
0  Re  (zI(r)) ; (2.28)
and zI(r) is dened to be the coordinate of the interaction point at which the r-th external
line interacts. The on-shell and the level-matching conditions are
1
2
  2p+r p r + pirpir+Qp1r +Nr = 12(1 Q2) ; Nr X
k
nk +
X
l
sl =
X
k
nk +
X
l
sl :
(2.29)
It is possible to calculate the right hand side of (2.23).  can be given as a function of
local coordinate z on  as
(z) =
NX
r=1
r

lnE(z; Zr)  2i
Z z
P0
!
1
Im

Im
Z Zr
P0
!

;
NX
r=1
r = 0 ; (2.30)
up to an additive constant independent of z. Here E(z; w) is the prime form of the surface,
! is the canonical basis of the holomorphic abelian dierentials and 
 is the period matrix.2
The base point P0 is arbitrary. There are 2g   2 + N zeros of @ and we denote them by
zI (I = 1;    ; 2g   2 + N). They correspond to the interaction points of the light-cone
2For the mathematical background relevant for string perturbation theory, we refer the reader to [30].
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diagram. Substituting (2.30) into (2.24) yields a divergent result for   [; g^zz]. We can
obtain e  [;g^zz ] up to a divergent numerical factor by regularizing it as was done in [31].
The divergent factor can be absorbed in a redenition of gs and the vertex operator.
Taking g^zz to be the Arakelov metric [27], e
  [;gAzz] for higher genus surfaces is calculated
in [13] to be
e  [;g
A
zz] / e W
Y
r
e 2 Re N
rr
00
Y
I
@2 (zI) 3 ; (2.31)
up to a numerical constant which can be xed by imposing the factorization condition. Here
 W   2
X
I<J
GA (zI ; zJ)  2
X
r<s
GA (Zr;Zs) + 2
X
I;r
GA (zI ;Zr)
 
X
r
ln

2gAZr Zr

+ 3
X
I
ln
 
2gAzI zI

;
N rr00  lim
z!Zr

(zI(r))  (z)
r
+ ln(z   Zr)

=
(zI(r))
r
 
X
s 6=r
s
r
lnE(Zr; Zs) +
2i
r
Z Zr
P0
!
1
Im 

NX
s=1
s Im
Z Zs
P0
! : (2.32)
The correlation functions of Xi;  i;  i which appear in (2.23) can be calculated by using
the formulas given in [32{36] and (2.4). From the explicit form of the integrand F
(g)
N ,
one can see that the amplitude A
(g)
N suers from divergences due to the collisions of the
interaction points and the degenerations of the surface , if Q = 0. In [20], it was shown
that A
(g)
N becomes nite if one takes Q
2 > 10 and " > 0. Therefore it is possible to dene
A
(g)
N as an analytic function of Q and take the limit Q! 0 as is usually done in dimensional
regularization of eld theory.
3 BRST invariant form of the amplitudes
We would like to show that the integrand (2.23) can be rewritten in terms of a correlation
function of the conformal gauge variables X;  ;   ( = +; ; 1; : : : ; 8), b; c;b; c, ; ; ; .
For Q 6= 0, the worldsheet theory of the longitudinal variables X;  ;   becomes so-
called X CFT, which is dened and analyzed in [9, 14]. The results of these references
are summarized in appendix B. Using (B.15) and (B.16) there, one can prove
(2)2
 
NX
r=1
p+r
!

 
NX
r=1
p r
!
ZX [g^zz]Z
 [g^zz]
2 NY
r=1
V LCr
=
NY
r=1

re
Re Nrr00

e 
Q2
2
 [;g^zz ]
Z 
dX+dX 
g^zz
e S

super[X;g^zz]

NY
r=1
"I
z
I(r)
dz
2i
S (z; Zr)
I
z
I(r)
dz
2i
S  z; ZrV DDFr (Zr; Zr)
#
: (3.1)
Here X is the supereld given in (B.3). The supersymmetric contour integral is dened asI
z
I(r)
dz
2i
=
I
z
I(r)
dz
2i
Z
d ; (3.2)
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using the Berezinian integral
R
d, and the antiholomorphic version is dened similarly.
S (z; w) is dened to be
S(z; w)  D ln

@X+   @DX
+DX+
@X+

(z) e i
Q2
r
(X+L (z) X+L (w)) ; (3.3)
and S (z; w) is the antiholomorphic version. V DDFr (Zr; Zr) is the supersymmetric DDF
vertex operator given by
V DDFr (Zr;
Zr) = A
i1(r)
 n1    A
i1(r)
 n1   B
j1(r)
 s1    B
j1(r)
 s1    e
 ip+r X  i

p r  Nr
p+r

X++ipir
~Xi
(Zr; Zr) ;
(3.4)
with the DDF operators A
i(r)
 n ; B
j(r)
 s for the r-th string dened as
A
i(r)
 n =
I
Zr
dz
2i
iD

~X i + iQi;1

e
 i n
p+r
X+L (z) ;
B
i(r)
 s =
I
Zr
dz
2i
1 
ip+r
 1
2
+D

~X i + iQi;1

e
 i s
p+r
X+L (z) ; (3.5)
where ~X i is the supereld for ~Xi;  i;  i,  is dened in (B.5) and X+L denotes the left
moving part of X+. Ai(r) n ; Bi(r) s are similarly given for the antiholomorphic sector. The
product S SV DDFr is normal ordered as
S (z; Zr) S
 
z; Zr

V DDFr
 
Zr; Zr

 lim
w!Zr
lim
w! Zr
S (z; w) S (z; w)V DDFr
 
Zr; Zr
 jw   Zrj Q2 : (3.6)
Substituting (3.1) into (2.23), we nd that the integrand F
(g)
N can be expressed as
F
(g)
N /
NY
r=1

re
Re Nrr00
Y
I
@2 (zI)  32 e  12  [gAzz ; ln j@j2] ZX [gAzz]Z [gAzz] 2

Z
[dX ]g^zz e S

super[X;g^zz] SLC[Xi; i;  i]
Y
I

TLCF (zI) T
LC
F (zI)


NY
r=1
"I
z
I(r)
dz
2i
S (z; Zr)
I
z
I(r)
dz
2i
S  z; ZrV DDFr (Zr; Zr)
#
: (3.7)
We will further rewrite (3.7) by introducing the ghost variables. The identities satised
by the ghost correlation functions which should be used here are summarized in appendix C.
Taking the metric g^zz to be the Arakelov metric g
A
zz and using (3.7), (C.28) and (C.35),
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the amplitude (2.21) can be rewritten as
A
(g)
N /
Z
[dT ][d][d]

Z 
dXd d  dbdbdcdcdddd

gAzz
e S
tot

6g 6+2NY
K=1
I
CK
dz
@
bzz + "K
I
CK
dz
@
bzz
Y
I
h
eTLCF (zI) e
 TLCF (zI)
i

NY
r=1
"I
z
I(r)
dz
2i
S (z; Zr)
I
z
I(r)
dz
2i
S  z; Zr cce  V DDFr (Zr; Zr)
#
: (3.8)
Here Stot denotes the worldsheet action for the variables X;  ;   and the ghosts. It is
shown in [9] that the worldsheet theory becomes a conformal eld theory with vanishing
central charge, and we can dene the nilpotent BRST operator QB. The quantities which
appear in this expression would be BRST invariant, if eTLCF (zI) and e
 TLCF (zI) were the
PCO's. Actually (3.8) can be turned into a BRST invariant form as
A
(g)
N /
Z
[dT ][d][d]

Z 
dXd d  dbdbdcdcdddd

gAzz
e S
tot

6g 6+2NY
K=1
I
CK
dz
@
bzz + "K
I
CK
dz
@
bzz
Y
I

X (zI) X (zI)


NY
r=1
"I
z
I(r)
dz
2i
S (z; Zr)
I
z
I(r)
dz
2i
S  z; Zr cce  V DDFr (Zr; Zr)
#
; (3.9)
where
X (z) =

c@   eTF + 1
4
@be2 +
1
4
b

2@e2 + @e2

(z) (3.10)
is the PCO and X (z) is its antiholomorphic counterpart. Here TF denotes the supercurrent
for X  ( = +; ; 1; : : : ; 8). Since the PCO's and the contour integrals of S (z; Zr) ; S
 
z; Zr

do not commute, we need to be a little careful about the denition of the right hand side
of (3.9). To be precise, the right hand side of (3.9) should be dened asZ
[dT ][d][d]

Z 
dXd dbdbdcdcdddd

gAzz
e S
tot

6g 6+2NY
K=1
I
CK
dz
@
bzz + "K
I
CK
dz
@
bzz

lim
!0
Y
I

X (zI + 2) X (zI + 2)


NY
r=1
"I
Cr;jj
dz
2i
S (z; Zr)
I
Cr;jj
dz
2i
S  z; Zr cce  V DDFr (Zr; Zr)
#
: (3.11)
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The contour Cr;jj is a circle with radius jj around z = zI(r) . One can show"
QB;
I
Cr;jj
dz
2i
S (z; Zr)
I
Cr;jj
dz
2i
S  z; Zr cce  V DDFr (Zr; Zr)
#
=
I
Cr;jj
dz
2i
@DC (z) e i
Q2
r
(X+L (z) X+L (Zr))
I
Cr;jj
dz
2i
S  z; Zr cce  V DDFr (Zr; Zr)
+
I
Cr;jj
dz
2i
S (z; Zr)
I
Cr;jj
dz
2i
@ DC (z) e i
Q2
r
(X+R (z) X+R( Zr))cce  V DDFr (Zr; Zr) ;
(3.12)
and with no operators inside Cr;jj; Cr;jj, this vanishes. All the other factors are BRST
invariant in the usual way and thus one can prove that (3.9) is a BRST invariant expression.
When there exists no r (r = 1; : : : ; N) such that zI = zI(r) , we can simply replace the limit
lim
!0

X (zI + 2) X (zI + 2)

by X (zI) X (zI). If zI = zI(r) and there are no r
0 6= r such that zI = zI(r0) , we obtain
lim
!0

X (zI + 2) X (zI + 2)
 I
Cr;jj
dz
2i
S (z; Zr)
I
Cr;jj
dz
2i
S  z; Zr cce  V DDFr (Zr; Zr)
=
I
zI
dz
2i
S (z; Zr)X (zI)  Q
2
2
1
p+r
e@

 +e i
Q2
r
X+L

(zI)


I
zI
dz
2i
S  z; Zr X (zI)  Q2
2
1
p+r
e
@

 +e i
Q2
r
X+R

(zI)

 cce  V DDFr (Zr; Zr) : (3.13)
If zI = zI(r) = zI(r0) , we get
lim
!0

X (zI + 2) X (zI + 2)
 I
Cr;jj
dz
2i
S (z; Zr)
I
Cr;jj
dz
2i
S  z; Zr cce  V DDFr (Zr; Zr)

I
Cr0;jj
dz
2i
S (z; Zr0)
I
Cr0;jj
dz
2i
S  z; Zr0 cce  V DDFr0 (Zr0 ; Zr0)
=
I
zI
dz
2i
S (z; Zr)
I
zI
dz
2i
S (z; Zr0)X (zI)
  Q
2
2
1
p+r

e@

 +e i
Q2
r
X+L

(zI)
I
zI
dz
2i
S (z; Zr0)
 
I
zI
dz
2i
S (z; Zr) Q
2
2
1
p+r0
e@

 +e i
Q2
r
X+L

(zI)


I
zI
dz
2i
S  z; Zr I
zI
dz
2i
S  z; Zr0 X (zI)
  Q
2
2
1
p+r

e
@

 +e i
Q2
r
X+R

(zI)
I
zI
dz
2i
S  z; Zr0
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 
I
zI
dz
2i
S  z; Zr Q2
2
1
p+r0
e
@
 
 +e
 i Q2
r0
X+R
!
(zI)
#
 cce  V DDFr (Zr; Zr)cce  V DDFr0 (Zr0 ; Zr0) : (3.14)
In the generic situation in which zI ; Zr are all distinct,
3 it is not possible for a zI to be
equal to zI(r) for more than two r's, except for the tree-level three point amplitudes. It is
possible to derive the formula as (3.14) in such cases. Thus we can see that the limit ! 0
in (3.11) is not singular and we denote the result by the naive expression (3.9). Eq. (3.9)
is proved in appendix D.
When Q = 0, (3.9) becomes
A
(g)
N /
Z
[dT ][d][d]

Z 
dXd d  dbdbdcdcdddd

gAzz
e S
tot

6g 6+2NY
K=1
I
CK
dz
@
bzz + "K
I
CK
dz
@
bzz
Y
I

X (zI) X (zI)


NY
r=1
h
cce  V DDFr (Zr; Zr)
i
: (3.15)
This expression coincides with the one obtained from the rst-quantized formalism putting
the PCO's at the interaction points of the light-cone diagram, although this expression
suers from the contact term divergences.
4 The amplitudes from the rst-quantized formalism
In recent papers [24{26], a way to calculate superstring amplitudes using the PCO's is
established. We would like to show that the amplitudes calculated from the light-cone
gauge string eld theory using the dimensional regularization coincide with those obtained
by the method of these papers.
4.1 The prescription
In this subsection, we will just briey explain the prescription given in [26].
In the rst-quantized approach using PCO's, an amplitude is expressed by an integral of
a correlation function with a xed number K of PCO insertions over the relevant moduli
space M which is assumed to have real dimension n. Each point _m 2M determines a
Riemann surface (m). Let Y be a ber bundle over M whose ber is
(m) (m)     (m)| {z }
K times
;
in order to describe the insertions of K PCO's, and X be the subspace of Y which is
obtained by omitting the bad points where the spurious singularities arise. A point in
3The situation in which some of zI ; Zr coincide can be considered as a limit of these generic situations.
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Figure 4. Dual triangulation .
X is denoted by (m; a) with m 2 M; a 2 (m)  (m)      (m) and dene a map
' : X !M which maps (m; a) to m.
If there existed a global section s of ' : X !M , the amplitude would be given byZ
M
!n(m; s(m)) ;
where the integrand is schematically expressed as [24]
!n(m; z1;    ; zK) /
*
KY
i=1
(X(zi)  @(zi)dzi)
nY
s=1
Z
d2
@(
p
ggij)
@ms
bijdms
 NY
r=1
Vr
+
n
:
(4.1)
h i here denotes the correlation function of the worldsheet theory on (m), V1;    ; VN are
BRST invariant vertex operators, m1;    ;mn are the coordinates of M and the subscript
n denotes that we should extract the n-form part of this expression.
Unfortunately such a global section does not exist in general. If we divide M into
patches, we may be able to have a local section on each patch. As was demonstrated in
detail in [26], it has been shown that
1. One can pick a dual triangulation  of M such that the map ' : X !M has a local
section s over each of the codimension 0 polyhedron M in  depicted in gure 4.
2. The amplitude can be given asX

Z
M
!n(m; s
(m)) + Avertical ;
where Avertical is the contribution of the \vertical integration". Avertical is given as
a sum of integrals of correlation functions involving ;X, antighost insertions and
the vertex operators, over @M and their submanifolds which are called the vertical
segments.
3. The amplitude thus dened is independent of the choices of ; s and the vertical
segments, as long as the bad points are avoided.
4. The amplitude thus dened is gauge invariant.
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4.2 Q! 0 limit of the light-cone gauge amplitudes
As has been shown in [20], the Feynman amplitude (2.21) is well-dened for Q2 > 10 and
we can dene A
(g)
N as an analytic function of Q, i.e. A
(g)
N (Q). If the limit Q ! 0 can
be taken without encountering any divergences, we will obtain the amplitude without the
dilaton background. We would like to show that the limit Q! 0 is smooth if there are no
divergences coming from the boundaries of the moduli space.
As has been shown in section 3, the amplitude (2.21) can be rewritten into a BRST
invariant form (3.9). Since the worldsheet theory used in (3.9) consists of the matter
superconformal eld theory with c^ = 10 and the superconformal ghosts, the amplitude (3.9)
can be recast into the form described in the previous subsection as
A
(g)
N (Q) =
Z
M
!n(m; s(m)) ; (4.2)
where
!n(m; s(m))
= dm1 ^ dm2 ^    ^ dm6g 6+2N

Z 
dXd d  dbdbdcdcdddd

gAzz
e S
tot

6g 6+2NY
K=1
I
CK
dz
@
bzz + "K
I
CK
dz
@
bzz
Y
I

X (zI) X (zI)


NY
r=1
"I
z
I(r)
dz
2i
S (z; Zr)
I
z
I(r)
dz
2i
S  z; Zr cce  V DDFr (Zr; Zr)
#
: (4.3)
The section s(m) here corresponds to the prescription where the PCO's are located at the
interaction points of the light-cone diagram. This expression is well-dened for Q2 > 10
but may suer from the spurious singularities otherwise.
It is also possible to dene amplitudes with the same worldsheet theory and the vertex
operators, avoiding the spurious singularities by the Sen-Witten prescription. Namely we
can dene
A
(g)SW
N (Q) =
X

Z
M
!n(m; s
0(m)) +Avertical ; (4.4)
with the local sections s0(m), avoiding the spurious singularities for Q2 < 10. For Q2 > 10,
A
(g)
N (Q) = A
(g)SW
N (Q) ; (4.5)
because there are no bad points for Q2 > 10 and the results do not depend on the choice of
the local sections. Therefore as an analytic function of Q, A
(g)
N (Q) coincides with A
(g)SW
N (Q)
and we obtain
lim
Q!0
A
(g)
N (Q) = A
(g)SW
N (0) ; (4.6)
if the right hand side exists. The Sen-Witten prescription deals with the spurious sin-
gularities and if the superstring amplitudes in question does not suer from the infrared
divergences, A
(g)SW
N (0) is well-dened. We have shown that the Feynman amplitudes cal-
culated by our method coincide with those obtained by the rst-quantized method using
the Sen-Witten prescription, as long as we consider infrared safe quantities.
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5 Conclusions and discussions
In this paper, we have studied the regularization of the contact term divergences of multi-
loop scattering amplitudes in the light-cone gauge superstring eld theory. We have used
the theory in a linear dilaton background  =  iQX1. The divergences of the amplitudes
of the theory are thoroughly analyzed in [20]. Since the central charge of this theory is
c = 12  12Q2, it is possible to shift the central charge to a large negative value by putting
Q2 large. The multiloop amplitudes involving only the even spin structure with the exter-
nal lines in the NS-NS sector are indeed regularized by taking Q2 > 10: We have shown
that the resultant amplitudes coincide with those of the rst-quantized theory through the
analytic continuation Q! 0, without encountering the divergences except those originat-
ing from the boundaries of the moduli space. Similarly to the dimensional regularization
previously considered [8{11], the amplitudes can be recast into a BRST invariant form
of the worldsheet theory in the conformal gauge. This can be achieved by adding the
supersymmetric X CFT for the longitudinal variables and the superreparametrization
ghosts to the worldsheet theory. In the present case, we have constructed BRST invariant
worldsheet theory by setting
d  10
8
=  Q2 in the action of the X CFT given in (B.1).
In order to make our regularization scheme complete, we need to deal with the ampli-
tudes for odd spin structure and those with external lines in the Ramond sector. Contrary
to the dimensional regularization in which the number of the transverse dimensions d  2
is naively shifted, it remains 8 in the present case. This implies that the present proce-
dure does not give rise to the problem pointed out in [11] in constructing the space-time
fermions. Furthermore, the light-cone gauge theory in the linear dilaton background used
in this paper is much simpler than the theory proposed in [12]. We will investigate this
extension elsewhere.
With our prescription, we may be able to describe superstring theory by the simple
action with only three string vertices. However there exists subtle points in such a formu-
lation. The action of the light-cone gauge closed superstring eld theory possesses only the
cubic interactions. While this fact makes the theory simple, the Hamiltonian is unbounded
below and thus unstable. The light-cone gauge theory does not contain auxiliary elds and
hence the cubic interactions are considered to directly mean the instability of the perturba-
tive vacuum. However, we have to pay attention to the fact that the point where p+ = 0 is
not regular in the light-cone gauge formulation and the nonperturbative properties reside
there. The stability of the vacuum might not be such a simple problem in the light-cone
gauge closed superstring eld theory. These facts suggest that it would be desirable to
have a gauge invariant string eld theory to which our method here is applicable. The
conformal gauge expression of the amplitudes given in section 3 may give us a hint about
how to construct such a theory. We hope that we will also study these issues elsewhere.
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A Arakelov metric and Arakelov Green's function
The Arakelov metric g^Azz and the Arakelov Green's function G
A (z;w) are dened as follows.
Let zz be
zz  1
2g
!(z)
1
Im

!(z) : (A.1)
We note that Z

dz ^ dz izz = 1 ; (A.2)
which follows from Z

! ^ ! =  2iIm
 : (A.3)
The Arakelov metric on ,
ds 2A = 2g
A
zzdzdz ; (A.4)
is dened so that its scalar curvature RA   2gAzz@ @ ln gAzz satises
gAzzR
A =  8(g   1)zz : (A.5)
This condition determines gAzz only up to an overall constant, which will be chosen later.
The Arakelov Green's function GA(z; z;w; w) with respect to the Arakelov metric is
dened to satisfy4
 @z@zGA(z; z;w; w) = 22(z   w)  2zz ;Z

dz ^ dz izzGA(z; z;w; w) = 0 : (A.6)
One can obtain a more explicit form of GA(z; z;w; w) by solving (A.6) for GA(z; z;w; w).
Let F (z; z;w; w) be the
  12 ; 12   12 ; 12 form on   which satises
@z@z lnF (z; z;w; w) = 2
2(z   w)  2gzz ; (A.7)
which can be given by
F (z; z;w; w) = exp

 2Im
Z z
w
!
1
Im

Im
Z z
w
!

jE(z; w)j2 : (A.8)
Putting (A.7) and (A.5) together, we nd that GA(z; z;w; w) is given by
GA(z; z;w; w) =   lnF (z; z;w; w)  1
2
ln
 
2gAzz
  1
2
ln
 
2gAw w

; (A.9)
4The delta function 2(z   w) is normalized by
Z
dz ^ dz i2(z   w) = 1.
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up to an additive constant independent of z; z and w; w. This possible additive constant
can be absorbed into the ambiguity in the overall constant of gAzz mentioned above. It is
required that (A.9) holds exactly as it is [34, 37, 38]. This implies that
2gAzz = limw!z exp
 GA(z; z;w; w)  ln jz   wj2 ; (A.10)
and the overall constant of gAzz is, in principle, determined by the second relation in (A.6).
B Supersymmetric X CFT
The conformal gauge worldsheet theory corresponding to the light-cone gauge superstring
theory in noncritical dimensions was studied in [9]. The longitudinal part of it is called the
supersymmetric X CFT whose action is given by
Ssuper
X; g^zz =   1
2
Z
d2z
 
DX+DX  + DX DX++ d  10
8
 super
X+; g^zz : (B.1)
Here the supercoordinate z is given by
z = (z; ) ; (B.2)
the supereld X is dened as
X (z; z) = X (z) + i  (z) + i   (z) + F ; (B.3)
and
D  @
@
+ 
@
@z
;
D  @
@
+ 
@
@z
;
d2z  d (Rez) d (Imz) dd : (B.4)
The interaction term  super is given by
 super
X+; g^zz =   1
2
Z
d2z

DD + g^zzR^

;
 (z; z) = ln
 
D+
2
(z)
 
D +
2
(z)

  ln g^zz ; (B.5)
+ (z) =
DX+
(@X+) 12
(z) ;
which is the super Liouville action dened for variable  with the background metric
ds2 = 2g^zzdzdz. The super energy-momentum tensor T
X(z) becomes
TX

(z) =
1
2
@X+DX  + 1
2
@X DX+   d  10
4
S(z;X+L ) ; (B.6)
where S(z;X+L ) denotes the super Schwarzian derivative
S(z;X+L ) =
@2+
D
  2@D
+@+
(D+)2
: (B.7)
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In the present context, for transverse sector we use the superstring theory in a linear
dilaton background instead of the theory in noncritical dimensions. We therefore consider
the theory (B.1) with the identication
d  10
8
=  Q2:
The correlation functions to be considered in this theory are dened as*
NY
r=1
e ip
+
r X (Zr; Zr)
MY
s=1
e ip
 
s X+(ws; ws)
+X
g^zz
 ZXsuper[g^zz] 2

Z 
dX+dX 
g^zz
e S

super[X;g^zz]
NY
r=1
e ip
+
r X (Zr; Zr)
MY
s=1
e ip
 
s X+(ws; ws) : (B.8)
Here
ZXsuper[g^zz] =
Z
[dX ]g^zz exp

  1
2
Z
d2z DXDX

; (B.9)
and
Zr = (Zr;r) ;
ws = (ws; s) : (B.10)
In order to discuss these correlation functions, it is convenient to introduce supersymmetric
version of (z) in (2.30) which is dened by
s (z) =  (z) + f(z) ; (B.11)
where
f(z)   
X
r
rrS (z; Zr) ; (B.12)
and S (z; z
0) is the fermion's Green's function corresponding to the spin structure . When
all the external lines are in the NS-NS sector and  is an even spin structure, S (z; w) is
equal to the so-called Szego kernel
S (z; w) =
1
E (z; w)
# []
 R z
w !


# [] (0j
) ; (B.13)
where #[](j
) denotes the theta function with characteristics [] = 000, namely  =

0 + 00 (0; 00 2 Rg), given by
#[](j
) =
X
n2Zg
e2i[
1
2
(n+0)
(n+0)+(n+0)(+00)] ; (B.14)
for  2 Cg=(Zg + 
Zg) . The right hand side of (B.8) can be calculated to be*
NY
r=1
e ip
+
r X (Zr; Zr)
MY
s=1
e ip
 
s X+(ws; ws)
+X
g^zz
= (2)2
 X
s
p s
!

 X
r
p+r
!Y
s
e p
 
s
s+s
2 (ws; ws) e
  d 10
8
 super[s+s;g^zz ] ; (B.15)
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where
exp (  super [s + s; g^zz]) = exp
 
 1
2
  [; g^zz] 
X
r
 r  
X
I
 I
!
; (B.16)
with
  r = 1
2r
@ff
@2
(zI(r)) + c:c: ;
  I =
(
 
 
5
12
@4
(@2)3
  3
4
 
@3
2
(@2)4
!
@ff +
2
3
@3ff
(@2)2
  @
3
(@2)3
@2ff
  1
12
@3f@2f@ff
(@2)4

(zI) + c:c: ; (B.17)
and   [; g^zz] given in (2.31). From (B.15), it is possible to deduce all the correlation
functions of the X CFT.
The correlation functions of fermions. From (B.15), one can derive a formula of
the correlation functions of fermions  ;  , which is useful in appendix D. (B.15) can be
rewritten as5
*
NY
r=1
e ip
+
r X
 +p+r (r  + r   )(Zr; Zr)
MY
s=1
e ip
 
s X
++p s (s ++s  +)(ws; ws)
+X
g^zz
= (2)2
 X
s
p s
!

 X
r
p+r
!Y
s
e p
 
s
1
2
(+)(ws; ws)e
  d 10
16
 

Y
s
e p
 
s
1
2(sf(ws)+s f( ws))e 
d 10
8 (
P
r  r+
P
I  I) : (B.18)
The fermionic contribution of this correlation function can be expressed as
Y
s
e p
 
s
1
2(sf(ws)+s f( ws))e 
d 10
8 (
P
r  r+
P
I  I)
=

Z [g^zz]
 2 Z 
d +d  d  +d   

e
1

R
d2z(   @ ++   @  +) Sint

NY
r=1
ep
+
r (r  + r   )(Zr; Zr)
MY
s=1
ep
 
s (s ++s  +)(ws; ws) ; (B.19)
5From the correlation functions, we can see that F+ and F  can be put equal to zero.
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where
Sint =
d  10
8
"
 
X
r
2
r
@ + +
@2
(zI(r))
+
X
I
( 
5
3
@4
(@2)3
  3
 
@3
2
(@2)4
!
@ + +   8
3
@3 + +
(@2)2
+
4@3
(@2)3
@2 + + +
4
3
@3 +@2 +@ + +
(@2)4
)
(zI)
+ c:c:
#
: (B.20)
Substituting (B.19) into (B.18) and dierentiating with respect to r; r; s; s, we obtain
the following identity*
NY
r=1
e ip
+
r X
 
(Zr; Zr)
MY
s=1
e ip
 
s X
+
(ws; ws) 
+ (u1)    + (un)   (v1)      (vm)
  + (~u1)     + (~un)    (~v1)       (~vm)
+X
g^zz
= (2)2
 X
s
p s
!

 X
r
p+r
!Y
s
e p
 
s
1
2
(+)(ws; ws)e
  d 10
16
 


Z [g^zz]
 2 Z 
d +d  d  +d   

e
1

R
d2z(   @ ++   @  +) Sint
  + (u1)    + (un)   (v1)      (vm)
  + (~u1)     + (~un)    (~v1)       (~vm) : (B.21)
Namely, the fermionic part of the correlation functions of supersymmetric X CFT coincide
with those of the theory with interaction Sint which is localized at the interaction points zI .
C Ghost systems on higher genus Riemann surfaces
In this appendix, we would like to show some identities which are crucial in deriving the
conformal gauge expression of the light-cone gauge amplitudes in section 3.
Let us consider the conformal eld theory with the action
1

Z
dz ^ dzpg  brzc+ brzc ; (C.1)
where the elds b; c are with conformal weight (; 0) ; (1  ; 0) and b; c are their antiholo-
morphic counterparts with conformal weight (0; ); (0; 1   ). Here we consider the case
either  2 Z or  2 Z + 12 . The elds can be either Grassmann odd or even accordingly.
We dene  = 1 to be
 =
(
1 if b; c are Grassmann odd
 1 if b; c are Grassmann even
: (C.2)
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There exist local operators eq (z; z)
 
q 2 Z2

, which satisfy
b (z) eq (w; w)  (z   w) q ;
c (z) eq (w; w)  (z   w)q ;
b (z) eq (w; w)  (z   w) q ;
c (z) eq (w; w)  (z   w)q : (C.3)
We would like to discuss the correlation functions of the form*Y
i
eqi (zi; zi)
+
; (C.4)
on a genus g Riemann surface. qi should satisfyX
i
qi =   (2  1) (g   1) : (C.5)
When  2 Z + 12 , the correlation function we consider here is the one corresponding to a
spin structure

0
00

. Namely, the elds b(z); c(z); b(z); c(z) transform as
c(z) ! e2i0c(z) ;
b(z) ! e2i0b(z) ;
c(z) ! e2i0c(z) ;
b(z) ! e2i0b(z) ; (C.6)
if z is moved around the a ( = 1;    ; g) cycle once, and they transform as
c(z) ! e2i00c(z) ;
b(z) ! e2i00b(z) ;
c(z) ! e2i00c(z) ;
b(z) ! e2i00b(z) ; (C.7)
if z is moved around the b cycle once. We take 
0 = 00 = 0 for  2 Z.
Taking the metric on the worldsheet to be the Arakelov metric gAzizi , the correlation
function

Q
i e
qi (zi; zi)

is evaluated in [35] to be*Y
i
eqi(zi; zi)
+Y
i
 
gAzizi
d(qi)/
24 det0   gAzz@z@z
det Im

R
d2z
p
gA
!  1
2
#ab

(0j
)
2Y
i>j
e qiqjG
A(zi;zj)
35 ;
(C.8)
where
d (q) =
1
2
q (q + 1  2) ; (C.9)
and the characteristics

a
b

is dened so that
(
a+ b) =  
X
i
qi
Z zi
P0
!   (2  1)
Z 4
P0
! +
 

0 + 00


: (C.10)
Here  is the Riemann class, which is related to the canonical divisor K of the Riemann
surface by 24 = K.
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C.1 A formula for the superghosts
Since the correlation function (C.8) is left-right symmetric, we need some more work to get
a formula which is useful for superghosts. We will present it in a form factorized in chiral
and anti-chiral parts. By doing so, it is possible to get the correlation functions which are
not left-right symmetric with respect to the choice of local operators eq and spin structure.
Substituting (A.8), (A.9) and
#

a
b

(0j
) = eia
a+2iab i0
0 2i0(e+00)#

0
00

(ej
) ; (C.11)
with
e =  
X
i
qi
Z zi
P0
!   (2  1)
Z 4
P0
! ; (C.12)
into the right hand side of (C.8), we obtain for g 6= 1*Y
i
eqi (zi; zi)
+
=
24 det0   gAzz@z@z
det Im

R
d2z
p
gA
!  1
2
#000

(ej
)
2Y
i>j
jE (zi; zj)j2qiqj

Y
i
  
gAzizi
 g
2 exp
"
  2
g   1Im
Z 4
(g 1)zi
! (Im
) 1 Im
Z 4
(g 1)zi
!
#! qi(2 1)35 : (C.13)
Using (A.5), we can see
@z@z ln
  
gAzz
 g
2 exp
"
  2
g   1Im
Z 4
(g 1)z
! (Im
) 1 Im
Z 4
(g 1)z
!
#!
= 0 : (C.14)
Therefore there exists a holomorphic g2 form  (z) such that 
gAzz
 g
2 exp
"
  2
g   1Im
Z 4
(g 1)z
! (Im
) 1 Im
Z 4
(g 1)z
!
#
= j (z)j2 e 3g 1S ; (C.15)
where S is independent of z.  (z) has no zeros or poles, and it should transform as
 (z)! e 2i
R4
(g 1)z !+i(g 1)
 (z) ; (C.16)
when z is moved around the b cycle once, and invariant when z is moved around the a
cycles. These properties x  (z) and it should coincide with the  (z) in [30, 33] up to a
multiplicative factor. Substituting (C.15) into (C.13), we obtain*Y
i
eqi (zi; zi)
+
=
24 det0   gAzz@z@z
det Im

R
d2z
p
gA
!  1
2
#

0
00

(ej
)
Y
i>j
E (zi; zj)
qiqj
Y
i
 (zi)
 qi(2 1)

235
 e3(2 1)2S : (C.17)
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For g = 1, instead of (C.13) we get
*Y
i
eqi (zi; zi)
+
=
24 det0   gAzz@z@z
det Im

R
d2z
p
gA
!  1
2
#000

(ej
)
2Y
i>j
jE (zi; zj)j2qiqj
35

Y
i
 
gAzizi
 1
2 exp

4Im
Z zi
P0
! (Im
) 1 Im
Z 4
P0
!
 qi(2 1)
 exp

 2 (2  1)2 Im
Z 4
P0
! (Im
) 1 Im
Z 4
P0
!

: (C.18)
Since
 2@ @ ln gAzz =  8(g   1)zz = 0 ;X
i
qi =   (2  1) (g   1) = 0 ; (C.19)
putting
 
gAzz
 g
2 exp

4Im
Z z
P0
! (Im
) 1 Im
Z 4
P0
!

 j (z)j2 eA ;
exp

 2 (2  1)2 Im
Z 4
P0
! (Im
) 1 Im
Z 4
P0
!

 e3(2 1)2S ; (C.20)
with S;A independent of z, we get (C.17).
In (C.17), the correlation function factorizes into the left and right parts except for
the determinant factor and e 3(2 1)
2S . The determinant factor can also be recast into a
factorized form as follows. Let us consider the bc-system with  = 1;  = 1. For arbitrary
R; zi (i = 1; : : : ; g), (C.17) implies*
e
 
R; R
 gY
i=1
e  (zi; zi)
+
=
det0
  gAzz@z@z
det Im

R
d2z
p
gA
jdet!zi j2
=
 
det0
  gAzz@z@z
det Im

R
d2z
p
gA
!  1
2
#00

(ej
)
Q
i>j E (zi; zj)Q
iE (zi; R)
Q
i  (zi)
 (R)
2 e3S ; (C.21)
and we get
 
det0
  gAzz@z@z
det Im

R
d2z
p
gA
!  1
2
=

 Q
iE (zi; R) (R) det!zi
#

0
0

(ej
)Qi>j E (zi; zj)Qi  (zi)
! 1
3

2
e S : (C.22)
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Therefore (C.17) can be rewritten as
*Y
i
eqi (zi; zi)
+
=

 Q
iE (zi; R) (R) det!zi
#

0
0

(ej
)Qi>j E (zi; zj)Qi  (zi)
! 1
3

2

#

0
00

(ej
)
Y
i>j
E (zi; zj)
qiqj
Y
i
 (zi)
 qi(2 1)

2
e ( 3(2 1)2+1)S : (C.23)


 3 (2  1)2 + 1

coincides with the central charge of the bc-system and e ( 3(2 1)
2+1)S
can be identied with the holomorphic anomaly. One can construct the vacuum amplitude
of critical string theory, combining these correlation functions. With vanishing central
charge, the vacuum amplitude completely factorizes into the holomorphic and antiholo-
morphic parts.
The holomorphic and antiholomorphic parts of the correlation function can be read o
from (C.17) and we can get the correlation functions which are not left-right symmetric by
combining the holomorphic and antiholomorphic parts. For example, the partition function
of a free Dirac fermion with spin structure [L] for left and [R] for right can be given by

Z [gAzz]
2
=
 
det0
  gAzz@z@z
det Im

R
d2z
p
gA
!  1
2
#[L] (0j
)#[R] (0j
) : (C.24)
The correlation functionZ 
dddd

e S
Y
I
j ( (zI))j2
Y
r
j ( (Zr))j2
of the superreparametrization ghost with spin structure [L] for left and [R] for right can
be evaluated to be 
det0
  gAzz@z@z
det Im

R
d2z
p
gA
! 1
2
 
#[L]
 
 
X
r
Z Zr
P0
! +
X
I
Z zI
P0
!   2
Z 4
P0
!


!! 1

 
#[R]
 
 
X
r
Z Zr
P0
! +
X
I
Z zI
P0
!   2
Z 4
P0
!


!! 1


Q
I;r E (zI ; Zr)Q
I>J E (zI ; zJ)
Q
r>sE (Zr; Zs)
Q
r  (Zr)
2Q
I  (zI)
2

2
e 12S : (C.25)
Since Zr (r = 1; : : : N) and zI (I = 1; : : : ; 2g   2 +N) are the zeros and the poles of the
meromorphic one-form @ (z) dz respectively,
 
X
r
Zr +
X
I
zI = K = 24
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holds in the divisor sense. Therefore we obtain
Z [gAzz]
2 Z
[dd] e S
Y
I
j ( (zI))j2
Y
r
j ( (Zr))j2
=

Q
I;r E (zI ; Zr)Q
I>J E (zI ; zJ)
Q
r>sE (Zr; Zs)
Q
r  (Zr)
2Q
I  (zI)
2

2
e 12S : (C.26)
On the other hand, (A.8), (A.9) and (C.15) imply
Q
I;r E (zI ; Zr)Q
I>J E (zI ; zJ)
Q
r>sE (Zr; Zs)
Q
r  (Zr)
2Q
I  (zI)
2

2
e 12S
= exp
24X
I<J
GA (zI ; zJ) +
X
r<s
GA (Zr;Zs) 
X
I;r
GA (zI ;Zr)
35

Y
I
 
2gAzI zI
  3
2
Y
r

2gAZr Zr
 1
2
; (C.27)
and from (2.31) we get
NY
r=1
e Re N
rr
00
Y
I
@2 (zI)  32 e 12  [gAzz ; +] Z [gAzz] 2
=
Z
[dd] e S
Y
I
j ( (zI))j2
Y
r
j ( (Zr))j2 (C.28)
This identity is crucial for deriving the BRST invariant expression of the superstring am-
plitudes.
C.2 A formula for the reparametrization ghosts
In [13] it was shown that the following identity holds:
NY
r=1

re
2 Re Nrr00

e  [g
A
zz ; +]
 
ZX [gAzz]
 2
= const.
Z 
dbdbdcdc

gAzz
e S
bc
NY
r=1
cc(Zr; Zr)
6g 6+2NY
K=1
Z
dz ^ dz i  Kb+ Kb :(C.29)
Here Sbc is the action for the reparametrization ghosts, K (K = 1; : : : ; 6g   6 + 2N) de-
note the Beltrami dierentials for the moduli parameters T; ; , and const. indicates a con-
stant independent of the moduli parameters. The antighost insertion
R
dz^dz i  Kb+ Kb
corresponding to the variations of T; ;  are given by the following contour integrals:
 The stretch corresponds to the variation T ! T + T of the height T of cylinders.
Let us order the interaction points zI (I = 1; : : : ; 2g   2 +N) so that
Re(z1)  Re(z2)      Re(z2g 2+N ) ; (C.30)
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Figure 5. C1; C2; C3 are the contours corresponding to the variation TI ! TI + TI .
and dene the moduli parameters corresponding to the heights as
TI  Re(zI+1)  Re(zI) (I = 1; : : : ; 2g   3 +N) : (C.31)
The antighost insertion corresponding to the deformation TI ! TI + TI is given byX
i
I
Ci
d (Im) (b + b) =  i
X
i
I
Ci
dz
@
bzz  
I
Ci
dz
@
bzz

; (C.32)
where Ci denotes the contour around a cylinder which includes the region Re(zI) 
Re  Re(zI+1) and the sum should be taken over all such contours. (See gure 5.)
There are 2g   3 +N insertions of this kind.
 The twist  ! + corresponds to the rotation of one end of a cylinder with respect
to the other. The antighost insertion should beI
Ctwist
d (Im) (b   b) =  i
I
Ctwist
dz
@
bzz +
I
Ctwist
dz
@
bzz

; (C.33)
where Ctwist is the contour around the cylinder which is twisted. There are 3g 3+N
insertions of this kind.
 The shift corresponds to the variation of the loop momenta preserving the momenta
of the external lines. The antighost insertion for such a variation becomes
  i
I
Cshift
dz
@
bzz +
I
Cshift
dz
@
bzz

; (C.34)
where Cshift is taken as in gure 6. There are g insertions of this kind.
Therefore (C.29) can be expressed in terms of the contour integrals as
NY
r=1

re
2 Re Nrr00

e  [g
A
zz ; +]
 
ZX [gAzz]
 2
= const:
Z 
dbdbdcdc

gAzz
e S
bc
NY
r=1
cc(Zr; Zr)
6g 6+2NY
K=1
I
CK
dz
@
bzz+"K
I
CK
dz
@
bzz

: (C.35)
Here "K =  1 for the stretches and "K = 1 for the twists and shifts.
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Figure 6. Cshift corresponds to the variation of the momenta p
+ owing along it.
D A proof of (3.9)
We would like to prove (3.9) by showing that the right hand side of (3.9) is equal to that
of (3.8). We consider the generic situation in which zI ; Zr are all distinct.
What we do rst is to rewrite the PCO's X (zI) ; X (zI) using the existence of nilpotent
fermionic charge
Q^ 
I
dz
2i
@ (z)

c

i@X+   1
2
@

(z) +
1
2
 + (z)

+
I
dz
2i
@ (z)

c

i@X+   1
2
@

(z) +
1
2
  + (z)

: (D.1)
One can show that X (zI) can be expressed as
X (zI) =  eTLCF (zI) +

Q^;
I
zI
dw
2i
1
w   zIO (w) e
 (zI)

+
1
4
I
zI
dw
2i
1
w   zI @ 
  (w) e (zI) +
1
4
b

@e2 +
1
2
@e2

(zI) ; (D.2)
where
O = i
@
@X  +
1
2
b
@
  
+2Q2i
" 
5
4
 
@2X+
2
(@X+)3
  1
2
@3X+
(@X+)2
!
2
@
  2@
2X+
(@X+)2
@

2
@

+
@2

2
@

@X+
 
2
@@ 
+@2 +
2 (@X+)3
35 ; (D.3)
and Q^ satises the following identities:h
Q^; cce  V DDFr (Zr; Zr)
i
= 0 ;h
Q^; eTLCF (zI)
i
=
h
Q; e
 TLCF (zI)
i
= 0 ;
Q^;
I
zI
dw
2i
1
w   zI @ 
  (w) e (zI)

=

Q^;
I
zI
d w
2i
1
w   zI
@    ( w) e (zI)

= 0 ;
Q^;
1
4
b

@e2 +
1
2
@e2

(zI)

=

Q^;
1
4
b

@e2
 +
1
2
 @e2


(zI)

= 0 ;
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n
Q^;S (z; Zr)
o
=
n
Q^; S  z; Zro = 0 ;(
Q^; e@
 
 +e
 Q2
2
i
p+r
X+L
!
(zI)
)
=
(
Q^; e
@
 
 +e
 Q2
2
i
p+
r0
X+R
!
(zI)
)
= 0 : (D.4)
The antighost insertions
6g 6+2NY
K=1
I
CK
dz
@
bzz + "K
I
CK
dz
@
bzz

is a product of the contour
integrals of the types (C.32), (C.33) and (C.34). The anticommutator of Q^ with the contour
integral of the type (C.32) becomes(
Q^; i
X
i
I
Ci
dz
@
bzz  
I
Ci
dz
@
bzz
)
=  i
X
i
I
Ci
dz

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2
@

 
I
Ci
dz

i@X+   1
2
@

: (D.5)
Since
 i
X
i
I
Ci
dzi@X+  
I
Ci
dzi@X+

and
 i
X
i
I
Ci
dz
1
2
@ 
I
Ci
dz
1
2
@

are both equal to the total momentum in the + direction through the channel which is
xed by the external momenta, the right hand side of (D.5) should vanish. In the case of
the contour integrals (C.33), (C.34), we obtain
Q^; i
I
C
dz
@
bzz +
I
C
dz
@
bzz

=  i
I
C
dz

i@X+   1
2
@

+
I
C
dz

i@X+   1
2
@

; (D.6)
which vanishes because X+and +  should be singlevalued. Hence Q^ commutes or anti-
commutes with all the quantities in (3.11). Therefore the second term on the right hand
side of (D.2) does not contribute to the correlation functions, because it is Q^ exact. We
can replace all the X (zI) in the correlation functions by
  eTLCF (zI) +
1
4
I
zI
dw
2i
1
w   zI @ 
  (w) e (zI) +
1
4
b

@e2 +
1
2
@e2

(zI) ; (D.7)
and similarly for X (zI). Then the third term in (D.7) can be omitted because of the ghost
number conservation and similarly for the antiholomorphic sector.
Replacing X (zI) by
  eTLCF (zI) +
1
4
I
zI
dw
2i
1
w   zI @ 
  (w) e (zI) ; (D.8)
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and similarly for X (zI), the right hand side of (3.9) becomes a sum of the right hand side
of (3.8) and the terms which involveI
zI
dw
2i
1
w   zI @ 
  (w) e (zI) ;
I
zI
d w
2i
1
w   zI
@    ( w) e (zI) ; (D.9)
or
e@
 
 +e
 Q2
2
i
p+r
X+L
!
(zI) ; e
@
 
 +e
 Q2
2
i
p+
r0
X+R
!
(zI) ; (D.10)
which appear in (3.13) and (3.14), in place of eTLCF (zI) ; e
 TLCF (zI). The X
 CFT part
of such terms are of the formD
O  (zI1)    O  (zIn)O+
 
zIn+1
    O+  zIn+m O     O+   
  contributions from S; S; V DDFr EX ; (D.11)
where
O  (zI) 
I
zI
dw
2i
1
w   zI @ 
  (w) ;
O+ (zI)  @
 
 +e
 Q2
2
i
p+r
X+L
!
(zI) ; (D.12)
and the antiholomorphic versions are dened in a similar way. Here zI1 ; : : : ; zIn+m are all
distinct. We would like to show that the correlation functions of the form (D.11) vanish.
(B.21) implies that in calculating correlation functions of the form (D.11), all the  +'s in
O+'s should be contracted with   's, which come from O  (zI). Therefore (D.11) with
m 6= 0 should involve a factor of the formI
zI
dw
2i
1
w   zI @ 
  (w) @k + (zJ) ; (D.13)
for some integer k  0, with zI 6= zJ . (D.13) vanishes because the contraction does not have
any poles at w = zI and @ (zI) = 0. Therefore the correlation function (D.11) vanishes
if it involves O+ or O+. What remains to be done is to prove the correlation functions of
the form
O  (zI1)    O  (zIn) O       contributions from S; S; V DDFr X (D.14)
vanish using (B.21). The contractions of   's inO  with  +'s from V DDFr do not contribute
because I
zI
dw
2i
1
w   zI @ 
  (w) @k + (Zr) = 0 :
The contractions of   's in O  and  +'s from S inevitably induce a factor of the formI
zI
dw
2i
1
w   zI @ 
  (w) @k + (z) = 0 ;
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with z  zJ 6= zI , because S's involves even number of  +'s. The contractions of   's in
O  and  +'s from Sint necessarily induce a factor of the formI
zI
dw
2i
1
w   zI @ 
  (w) @k + (zJ) = 0 ;
with zJ 6= zI , because Sint is localized at the interaction points and involves even number
of  +'s.
Thus we have shown that the terms of the form (D.11) all vanish and the right hand
side of (3.9) is equal to that of (3.8).
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